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The late Rachel “Bunny” Mellon was half of one of the nation’s most
renowned philanthropic art-collecting couples. She and her husband,
banking scion Paul Mellon, were major benefactors behind museums
such as the National Gallery of Art. Their personal collection
overflowed with masterpieces.

Still, one of her most profound sources of beauty involved digging in
the dirt.

A self-
taught

horticulturalist who began designing formal gardens while in her 20s,
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Ms. Mellon revamped the White House Rose Garden at Jackie
Kennedy’s invitation. She spent decades cultivating her own extensive
gardens at Oak Spring Farm, the elegant home and stud farm she and
her husband built in Upperville, Va. And with scholarly fervor, she
built a botanical library of some 16,000 items, including rare books
and manuscripts, botanical art and artifacts.

A new exhibit opening Saturday at the New York Botanical Garden,
Redouté to Warhol: Bunny Mellon’s Botanical Art, offers 80 highlights
of that lifelong passion project.

The show digs out the rarest and most unique works, items both
beautiful and scientifically instructive.

“One of our curatorial criteria was to choose objects not represented
in other botanical libraries,” said Susan Fraser, director of the
botanical garden’s LuEsther T. Mertz Library and co-curator of the
show.

Works on view range from a 14th-century German manuscript of a
comprehensive encyclopedia of the natural world to an eerily lifelike
19th-century papier-mâché melon blossom to a 1990 painting of a
dandelion by Sophie Grandval, who designed textiles for haute
couturiers like Dior and Givenchy.

“These are the objects that really appealed to Mrs. Mellon,” said Tony
Willis, librarian for the Oak Spring Garden Library in Upperville, Va.,
where the collection is still housed, some two years after her death.
“She viewed them daily.”

Early on, she opened her botanical library to visiting scholars; this
exhibit inaugurates a new directive to make the materials even more
accessible to a wider public.

The exhibit curators—Mr. Willis, Ms. Fraser and Lucia Tongiorgi
Tomasi, an authority on herbals and botanical art from the University
of Pisa—didn’t skimp on exuberant floral imagery. There is a medieval
Book of Hours prayer book with illustrated margins, watercolors on
vellum depicting flowers in Marie Antoinette’s garden by her official
court artist Pierre-Joseph Redouté, crayon drawings by Picasso and
even an illustrated recipe by pop artist Andy Warhol.

Perhaps the most revealing documents included in the show are Dutch
bookkeeping records of sales of tulips during Holland’s Tulipmania of
1634-37—a period when certain bulbs became so valuable they were
used as currency. Ms. Mellon collected a wide range of material,
including books, catalogs, pamphlets and paintings, that illustrate the
historically swift inflation.
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The curators also dug deeply for artworks by women, since botanical
illustrations was one fertile medium in a field dominated by men.

“It was an acceptable form of employment for women,” said Ms.
Fraser, “though many times the finished works were left anonymous.”

She pointed to a c. 1735-1736 watercolor of a wood strawberry by the
Scottish artist Elizabeth Blackwell, a much sought-after illustrator of
her day, having completed 500 drawings of medicinal plants
flourishing in London’s Chelsea Physic Garden.

“She painted out of necessity, selling the works to help get her
husband out of debtor’s prison,” said Ms. Fraser.

Ms. Mellon was fascinated, too, by the effects of trompe l’oeil—the
French term for “fool the eye”—and the show opens in the library’s
rotunda with large photographs of illusionistic murals Mellon had
commissioned for her greenhouse, in which the painted garden-shed
handles appear to project in three dimensions from the walls.

And series of more than a dozen 17th-century paintings on copper by
Jan van Kessel, originally displayed in a Dutch cabinet of curiosities,
reveal butterflies in flight, bulbous spiders and slithering lizards with
a dynamism and shadowing so lifelike the creatures seem to occupy
the gallery space.

“The flowers and insects pop from their copper surfaces and the
works are completely modern looking,” Ms. Fraser said.
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